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Abstract. The robotic automation of processes is of much interest to
organizations. A common use case is to automate the repetitive man-
ual tasks (or processes) that are currently done by back-office staff
through some information system (IS). The lifecycle of any Robotic Pro-
cess Automation (RPA) project starts with the analysis of the process
to automate. This is a very time-consuming phase, which in practical
settings often relies on the study of process documentation. Such docu-
mentation is typically incomplete or inaccurate, e.g., some documented
cases never occur, occurring cases are not documented, or documented
cases differ from reality. To deploy robots in a production environment
that are designed on such a shaky basis entails a high risk. This paper
describes and evaluates a new proposal for the early stages of an RPA
project: the analysis of a process and its subsequent design. The idea is to
leverage the knowledge of back-office staff, which starts by monitoring
them in a non-invasive manner. This is done through a screen-mouse-
key-logger, i.e., a sequence of images, mouse actions, and key actions
are stored along with their timestamps. The log which is obtained in
this way is transformed into a UI log through image-analysis techniques
(e.g., fingerprinting or OCR) and then transformed into a process model
by the use of process discovery algorithms. We evaluated this method for
two real-life, industrial cases. The evaluation shows clear and substantial
benefits in terms of accuracy and speed. This paper presents the method,
along with a number of limitations that need to be addressed such that
it can be applied in wider contexts.

Keywords: Robotic process automation · Process discovery ·
Business process outsourcing

1 Introduction

The term Robotic Process Automation (RPA) refers to a software paradigm
where robots are programs which mimic the behavior of human 
workers
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interacting with information systems (ISs) and whose objective is to perform
structured and repetitive tasks quickly and profitably [12,22,27]. Significant cost
savings, agility, and quality improvement are associated to a successful RPA
project [6]. Nonetheless, not all processes are suitable for automation. The fol-
lowing criteria need to be met [12]: the process (1) must be highly frequent, (2)
with a low level of exceptions, (3) involving an enclosed cognitive scope, and (4)
susceptible to human errors. According to these criteria, the best candidates to
be subjected to RPA projects are processes found within the back-offices of a
company [13].

In general, an RPA project follows the following lifecycle:

1. An analysis of the context to determine which processes – or parts of them –
are candidates to be robotized, considering the criteria mentioned earlier.

2. The design of the selected processes, which involves the specification of the
actions, data flow, etc., which must be developed.

3. The development of each designed process.
4. The deployment of the robots in their individual environments (e.g., virtual

machines) to perform their jobs.
5. A testing or control phase in which the performance of each robot is analyzed

and errors are detected. Noted that within the traditional software develop-
ment lifecycle testing precedes deployment, RPA is characterized by lacking
a testing environment; only the production environment is available.

6. The operation and maintenance of the process, which takes into account each
robot’s performance and error cases; the outcomes of this phase enable a new
analysis & design cycle to enhance the robots.

When considering state-of-the-art RPA technology, specifically solutions like
UIPath [25] or WorkFusion [29], it is apparent that these mostly focus on the
later stages of the lifecycle, i.e, the actual development and deployment stages.
They provide very limited support to detect candidates of tasks or processes
to automate. To date, there are also no established methods to carry out these
analysis and design phases. As a result, current RPA projects mainly rely on
the analysis of documentation, which may be of poor quality and may require
substantial effort to understand. Considering that designed robots are typically
deployed in production environments, where they interact with operational ISs,
there is much risk involved with building on an inaccurate analysis.

Interestingly, in companies that have adopted RPA, people and robots typi-
cally work side by side within their back-offices. People are in charge of managing
the processes that are either not suitable for RPA or which still need to be robo-
tized. To carry out their work, these human employees receive formal training
on how to deal with the cases that belong to the process under their control,
but also receive training-on-the-job: they experience exceptions, process devia-
tions, and undocumented cases on a daily basis. We will leverage their domain
knowledge and analyze their behavior as the main ingredients of a method that
improves and speeds up the early stages of the RPA lifecycle.

Against this backdrop, we propose in this paper a method that starts by
monitoring the computers of the back-office staff in a non-invasive manner by



recording the screen, mouse and key events. Next, we apply a set of mechanisms
(e.g., image similarity and frequency analysis) to transform this information into
a standardized event log [1] including UI information, i.e., the sequence of raw
images is converted to a set of shorter sequences of events each one corresponding
to a process instance that the back-office staff has performed. The generated
log is then used to automatically discover the underlying process. As widely
acknowledged [3,13,16], the process mining paradigm [2] provides efficient and
suitable analytic techniques to address this step.

To evaluate our proposal, it has been applied to two industrial cases. We chose
the domain of business process outsourcing (BPO) to select these cases since they
provide a particularly challenging setting. When a process is outsourced, various
companies are involved in carrying it out and the ISs in this process context
may be geographically dispersed. What is more, the use of secured connections
(e.g., Citrix) is the standard in outsourced scenarios, which only permits raw
images to be gathered from the monitored screen instead of the structure of
the information that is being processed. The results of our evaluation show clear
benefits in the early phases of RPA projects in the BPO domain by (1) improving
accuracy and (2) saving time. In addition, our evaluation shows that the insights
generated during the analysis phase are also beneficial during further stages of
the RPA lifecycle.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates the need
for leveraging human knowledge to foster better RPA analysis and design in a
BPO context. Section 3 presents the details of our proposed method. Section 4
reports the results for the cases we used for our evaluation. Section 5 presents
related work on RPA. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper with a summary and
description of future work.

2 Context

In a BPO scenario (cf. Fig. 1), back-office tasks are carried out both by teams
of humans and teams of robots. For both types of teams, documentation of the
prescribed process is a crucial ingredient. This documentation covers the various
case situations in a mix of formal and informal descriptions, typically containing
some sort of ambiguity or uncertainty (e.g., lacking information related to the
software ecosystem beyond the ISs which are used). We will take a look at the
role that documentation plays in more detail first.

As far as the human staff is concerned, documentation is used as the basis
for training them. While human performers are expected to be able to deal with
a particular process on the basis of this training, they are likely to encounter
non-documented scenarios. Humans are expected to make decisions under such
circumstances, which they are usually capable of by applying a cognitive effort
– probably by applying common sense (i.e., on-the-job training). Typically, such
new decision-making behavior is then incorporated into a knowledge database,
which is shared across the team.

As explained earlier, the deployment of a robot team emerges from following
the common RPA lifecycle, i.e., by going through the phases of analysis, design,
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Fig. 1. Current situation of the business.

development, deployment, testing, operation, and maintenance. In the analysis
and design phases, a significant effort is spent on formalizing the process to be
carried out in such a way that ambiguity and uncertainty are reduced about the
way various cases should be dealt with. Selected parts of the prescribed process
are formally documented and delivered to the developers of the robots. These
developers produce the robot code, which is then gradually deployed such that
the robots can execute the related processes while their behavior is monitored
and tested. After a period of time, a full team of robots will be ready to execute
the process in question. However, robots tend to be rigid and do not behave
well under unexpected circumstances. When an unexpected situation occurs,
two things happen: (1) the involved robot gets stuck and a human operator
must bring the process to a situation where the robot can go on – typically, the
starting point of a new case, and (2) the RPA lifecycle starts again to analyze
the newly encountered situations to decide which of these must be included in
the design to deploy an updated version of the robot team.

From a company’s perspective, each team – human or robotic – has its own
benefits and drawbacks, which can be seen in Table 1. While robots can work
24/7 and can be flexibly spawned to deal with heavy workloads, they are expen-
sive to analyze and have a low accuracy when dealing with judgment-based tasks,
e.g., deciding what to do based on unstructured data. Therefore, they require
the supervision of humans, which are typically engaged with knowledge-intensive
tasks and relieved of repetitive, simple tasks [5].

As stated before, analyzing a process that is to be robotized is a time-
consuming task and only a small portion of the process can be robotized ini-
tially, i.e., the most structured and repeated parts [3]. During the lifetime of
such a process, new scenarios and corrections are detected and included in the
robotized set. Eventually, only the most unstable and judgment-based parts of
a process remain separated from the cases that can be handled by robots. The
human team will stay in charge to deal with these. The sooner this eventual
situation is reached, the more profitable the RPA project is.



Table 1. Main benefits and drawbacks of human vs robot taskforce which are identified
in the considered scenario.

Human Robot

Benefits Cognitive effort for
problem solving

Continuous and flexible
work capacity

Drawbacks Not efficient for repetitive,
high volume, simple tasks

Expensive to analyze and
unreliable for problem
solving

The context we provided here points at the main challenge that is being
addressed in this paper: to reduce the effort to analyze the actual system. As
the reader may have noticed, this effort is done twice: (1) when the human team
is trained or trained-on-the-job, and (2) when new documentation is received or
when errors are detected, which trigger a new analysis of the robots. Although
managers of the human teams and managers that are concerned with the devel-
opment of robots communicate with each other, the flow of knowledge that is
available in the human teams to that of the development teams is far from ideal.
To mend this, the current paper tries to automate this flow.

3 Method

In this section, we will describe our proposal to deal with the challenges that exist
in an RPA setting. Essentially, this method leverages the knowledge of back-office
staff for improving the early stages of the RPA lifecycle. This method starts with
behavioral monitoring (cf. Sect. 3.1), after which a set of configuration cycles are
conducted over the monitored information (cf. Sect. 3.2). Each cycle produces a
process model that is related to such behavior (cf. Sect. 3.3). Figure 2 depicts an
overview of this proposal.
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3.1 Behavioral Monitoring

As can be seen in Fig. 2, in a BPO setting, a back-office employee interacts with
different ISs (e.g., proprietary ERP systems cf. Fig. 2a) to perform a number
of repetitive, administrative processes. The interaction with these ISs is done
through secured connections (e.g., Citrix cf. Fig. 2b), which makes it difficult to
perform a transparent analysis of the user interaction by means of tree-like struc-
tures (e.g., HTML DOM or Windows UI). Therefore, only raw images on the
one hand and mouse and keyboard events on the other can be monitored from
someone’s computer during their interactions with an IS. Our method starts by
recording these back-office interactions through non-intrusive monitoring soft-
ware (i.e., it is invisible for the user, cf. Fig. 2c). This software captures a single
long trace of events with the information depicted in Table 2.1 Such events may
be related to several traces (or instances) of the same process.

3.2 Configuration Cycles

A specific algorithm is executed to identify events and traces/instances to gen-
erate a UI Log (cf. Fig. 2d, Definition 1, Algorithm 1). For this step, a default
configuration (i.e., a set of pairs key−value) is used with the information shown
in Table 3.

Definition 1. An UI Log is a XML file whose grammar is an extension of the
standard XES [1]. This extension incorporates the concept standard [1] attributes
(i.e., concept:name for traces and events) and the attributes of Table 2.

Algorithm 1. From raw log to UILog
input : Log l, Config c
output: UILog uiL

1 uiL ← createBasicLog(l)
2 uiL.groupEventsByFingerprint(c.similarity th)

3 uiL.deleteEventsByTemplates(c.templates)
4 uiL.deleteEvents(c.rm events)
5 foreach (source, targets) : c.join events) do
6 uiL.joinEvents(source, targets)

7 if c.st event is not defined then
8 c.st event ← uiL.mostReapeatedEvent()

9 uiL.divideLogInTracesByStartEvent(c.st event)

1 These event attributes are considered necessary for different use cases. However, not
all of them are useful for the current paper.



Table 2. Event attributes captured from the UI.

Name Description Name Description

app name Name of the
application which is
being used. Not
useful in secured
systems

keystrokes Sequence of
keystrokes pressed.
Only if event type is
keystroke

focus Indicates if the
application has just
gained the focus

start ts Start timestamp

event type {click, keystroke} end ts End timestamp

click type {left, right,middle}.
Only if event type is
click

img name Name of the file
with the screen
capture

click coords Coordinates of the
click. Only if
event type is click

img fingerprint Quasi-unique string
summarizing the
image

Table 3. Configuration attributes.

Key Description

similarity th Threshold to use for grouping images. If it increases, it will
be more likely that two images are considered the same
event

st events Set of event to be considered the alternative starts of the
instances

rm events Set of events to be removed from the log

rm templates Set of images to remove the events which contains any of
them

join events Set of pairs (source, target) to join the source with the
target events

sp processes Set of processes to be considered special or exceptional
and, thus, to be separated from the final model

In a first step (cf. line 1 of Algorithm1), the UI Log is created using the basic
information of the input log i.e., the data of Table 2. Next, the images are used
to identify repeated events (i.e., atomic process activities) and divide the long
trace into different smaller traces.

First of all, repeated events are identified through an image-similarity algo-
rithm which groups similar images (e.g., a log-in window with two different user
names will be grouped together). In this step (cf. line 2 of Algorithm1), the
Hamming distance [14] of image fingerprints (e.g., pHash or Image-match [28])
is used to check whether two images correspond to the same activity or event,



i.e., if such a distance is below the configured threshold, then both images are
grouped together. As a result, each event of the log now contains the event
concept : name. As the log may contain noise, some mechanisms are enabled to
clean the log from it (cf. lines 3–6 of Algorithm1):

1. Some events can be deleted if they contain some configured templates (e.g.,
a social network or email icon, cf. Table 3 rm templates).

2. Some detected events can be directly deleted (e.g., the log-in window of an
ERP system, cf. Table 3 rm events).

3. Some events can be considered to be the same although they look different
(cf. Table 3 join events).

Secondly, to separate the one-trace log into different traces, an event (i.e., the
most repeated or a configured set, cf. lines 7–8 of Algorithm 1, Table 3 st events)
is used to split this long trace into smaller traces, each of which corresponds to
a different instance (cf. line 9).2 Therefore, in the resulting UI log, traces with
different concept : name are created containing their corresponding events.

3.3 Process Discovery

The generated UI log is used as input of a process discovery algorithm (cf.
Fig. 2e). The purpose of this step is to generate graphical process models that
capture the behavior of the back-office employee. It is here that a business analyst
becomes involved. First, the processes which meet a configured specification
are marked as special (cf. Table 3 sp processes). These relate to less relevant
processes, which either obscure the main process or convert it into a spaghetti
model. What is more, this mechanism can be used to exclude undesired processes,
e.g., when the employee deals with multiple procedures on a daily basis. Second,
the main process that is cleaned from the special cases is captured too.

Although the aforementioned steps (cf. Fig. 2d and e) are automatic, there
are some parts where errors may be introduced. For example, the back-office
employee may introduce noise in the UI log if she performs personal activities, the
image-similarity algorithm may group images together that actually correspond
to different events, and a wrong event may be selected to divide the cases. To
deal with this, our proposal includes a manual activity by a business analyst
to analyze the generated models (cf. Fig. 2f). In this step, the business analyst
can perform a deep review of both the special model and the main model. In
case she considers this necessary, any process model may be refined by providing
a new configuration setting for a next iteration of the process discovery stage
(cf. Fig. 2g). The process model that results from a number of iterations exactly
captures how the back-office employee applies her know-how.

The outcomes of this approach can be used to improve different phases of
the RPA lifecycle, as follows:

2 Note that considering an event for dividing the traces implies that this selected event
may not appear in the middle of a trace.



1. The final process model represents a key element for the analysis and design
phases since it includes (1) information about the real process – which may
differ from the documented one–, (2) figures on the frequency of the cases
– which is relevant to decide which cases should be robotized–, and (3) the
human effort that is still required to be allocated to the process – which is
necessary to evaluate the potential performance of the RPA deployment.

2. The additional UI log information, which is associated to the activities of the
process model, provides strong support for the development phase since it
includes the actions that have been done (i.e., keystrokes and clicks) that lead
one activity to other for the different instances of each case type. Furthermore,
testing the developed robots will become easier since the UI logs can be used
to generate test scenarios.

In the evaluation that follows, we will focus on our primary objective, the
optimization of the analysis and design phases.

4 Evaluation

To evaluate our method, we worked together with Servinform S.A.3, which is
active in the BPO domain. To be more precise, we carried out the analysis and
design phases for RPA scenarios within two companies. We compared the out-
comes with those that resulted from the conventional analysis and design activ-
ities of Servinform for the same scenarios. Section 4.1 describes the set-up that
underlies our evaluation; Sect. 4.2 provides the data analysis and summarizes the
results of the evaluation.

4.1 Set-Up

To enable our evaluation, a software infrastructure is developed and deployed
(cf. Fig. 3) to support the following use case:

1. A back-office computer is monitored for some time through non-intrusive
software written in the AutoIT scripting language [7]. The software sends all
events (cf. Table 2) to a central server using JSON messages.

2. A central server, coded using Java and the Spring Cloud framework [23],
exposes a REST API for receiving the events of the monitored computer
and storing both the images and the UI events into a MySQL database. The
fingerprint of the images is calculated by a Python component4.

3. After the observation period, an analyst requests a process model that is
based on the monitored events to the central server. For this purpose, a
configuration (cf. Table 3) is sent through a custom-made ProM plugin.

3 Serviform is a Spanish BPO company with an IT consulting area.
4 There are several alternatives for computing a fingerprint of an image, in this paper

we based on [28].
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4. The central server stores the configuration and applies it to the collected event
log using specific components written in Python. Such components take care
of grouping events, separating instances, etc. to eventually generate a XES
document (cf. Definition 1) which is sent back to the ProM plugin.

5. The analyst could in principle select any process mining algorithm that is
available in the ProM interface to discover the process model behind the XES
document. Nonetheless, due to this special evaluation context, we developed
a simple algorithm based on [21], which generates EPC models [4] by merging
the process instances of the log. Such models are shown in the ProM interface
(cf. Fig. 4) to be reviewed by the analyst. The analyst may either decide to
finish the discovery cycle or generate a new configuration, thus going back to
step 3 of the use case.

This use case has been applied to two outsourced processes, which are car-
ried out by two different companies. These companies, a major Spanish bank
and a telecommunication company, consented to cooperate for the sake of this
evaluation, but did not authorize the disclosure of their names. Therefore, we
will refer to them as company1 and company2. The processes of interest are well
known by Servinform and have been in production for months. For the purpose
of this evaluation, we obtained the results from an a priori analysis and design
for each process, as carried out by Servinform. We will refer to the models that
describe the behavior of the two processes as the a priori models. These mod-
els provide us with the insight into the understanding of the processes on the
basis of a conventional, document-oriented analysis and design phases. The a
priori model for company1 contains 5 alternative paths (i.e., different sequences
of process activities); for company2, there are 9 different paths. Note that the
relative simplicity of the complexity of these models is precisely the reason that
they were considered as candidates for RPA.

Our method has been deployed, which means in particular that our software
was installed and was executed on two back-office computers, one for each com-
pany. The software has been actively gathering and analyzing events for a period
of one week. In general, an appropriate logging involves a trade-off between reach-



Fig. 4. Main (left) and special (right) processes visualization in the ProM plugin.

ing a proper size of the log and working towards a reasonable time to start the
process analysis. We considered one week to be appropriate since it guaranteed
us to observe, at least, 200 completely logged cases for both processes. This
amount of cases for processes with an a priori complexity of approximately 10
alternative paths seemed adequate. After one week of observation, a business
analyst with general knowledge of the underlying, outsourced processes started
working with the ProM plugin to go through different configuration cycles for
each process. For the sake of explaining our evaluation results, we will only con-
sider (1) the initial model (i.e., the first model that is automatically created on
the basis of a default configuration, cf. Sect. 3.2), and (2) the final model (i.e.,
the last model that is discovered after going through some configuration cycles
and a considerable cognitive effort). These two models are stored with the goal
of being analyzed by the company staff.

To compare for each process the a priori model with the discovered models,
we used different measures:

1. #paths a priori, #paths initial and #paths final : the number of process paths
which are included in the a priori model, initial model, and final model respec-
tively,

2. %new : the percentage of paths that are present in the final model but cannot
be found in the a priori model,

3. %non-discovered : the percentage of paths that are present in the a priori
model that cannot be found in the final model.



4.2 Results and Conclusions

Table 4 shows the values that we obtained for the measures we introduced. As
can be seen from this table when considering the #paths a priori and #paths
final columns, both scenarios show that our method discovers a greater variety
of paths than the conventional approach. This difference is mainly due to the
fact that new paths are discovered. Specifically, in both cases more than 30%
of the paths within the final models are new. This means that the monitored
employees have dealt with cases in ways that were not a priori modelled yet
exist in real life. When considering the non-discovered column, it is interesting
to note that the final model totally captures the paths in the a priori model
for the process within the first company, but that there is one path out of the 9
in total in the a priori model for the second company (11%) that is not found
back in the final model. This can be interpreted in different ways. It could hint
at the event log to be too small (and the observation period to be too short) to
identify all paths. However, given the low complexity of the path in question,
it could also be seen as an indication that this particular path is actually not
considered so relevant by the business analyst.

Table 4. Result regarding the a priori and the final models.

Company #Paths a priori #Paths initial #Paths final %New %Non-discovered

#1 5 46 12 7/12 (58%) 0/5 (0%)

#2 9 60 13 5/13 (38%) 1/9 (11%)

It is also interesting to briefly review the #paths initial column, i.e. the
ones that are generated on the basis of default configuration settings. When
analyzing these models, many more paths can be seen – 46 in company1 and 60
in company2. Yet, many of them are of poor quality since they are based on noise
and irrelevant events. This gives us the insight that it is essential to combine the
automatic steps of our proposal with the cognitive effort of the business analyst:
this combination transforms the big sets of bad paths within the initial models
into smaller numbers of high quality paths within the final models.

Finally, we also present here some additional insights that we collected from
the feedback from the business analyst who was involved in this evaluation on
the overall method:

1. The increase in the covered process behavior in the final models is significant
and relevant. Moreover, some of the new paths may not belong only to the
outsourced processes (i.e., the interaction with the external ISs) but to com-
pany’s own internal computer ecosystem, e.g., the process to solve a common
network connection problem which is not related to the outsourced process.
Therefore, the proposal may also detect paths that are unlikely to appear in
any a priori model based on documentation.



2. The tools that are part of our method appear useful to clean the initial models
from noise and to decide on which paths are relevant. When it happens that
some relevant paths correspond to small repetitive patterns, like exceptions
that may happen in different longer paths (e.g., closing an unexpected pop-up
and then continue with the normal path), it does mean that the analyst must
decide between throwing out the full path or making a stronger cognitive
effort to separate such patterns and capture this knowledge.

3. The final models include additional, relevant data about process paths when
compared with the a priori models (e.g., path frequency, mouse actions, time,
etc.). In our evaluation, we only focused on the use of the frequency of paths
since this was acknowledged to be most relevant for the analyst.

4. Although time has not been measured in this evaluation, discovering the final
model by the analyst turned out to be a matter of hours, i.e., the time between
the first configuration is done until the final process model is generated. To
compare: in the opinion of the analyst, the conventional, document-based
analysis and design of the a priori model is a matter of days or even weeks.
This provides preliminary indications that this proposed method can indeed
help to also speed up the analysis and design phases.

In summary, this evaluation clearly shows the improved accuracy of analyz-
ing processes using our tool-supported method in comparison with extracting
knowledge process knowledge from documents. We also obtained some tenta-
tive insights on additional benefits, most importantly about shortening the time
required to discover the relevant parts of processes that can be robotized.

5 Related Work

In recent years, other authors have also proposed techniques that can be applied
in the early stages of an RPA project. Specifically, [15] summarizes a number
of best practices and provides guidance to prioritize processes for the analysis
phase. However, this work lacks any technical support for this phase. From a
more technical point of view, [17] proposes the use of natural language processing
and machine learning for detecting candidate activities from a textual description
of processes. Unlike [17], our proposal analyzes the actual behavior of the system
instead of what is available in the documentation. In that sense, we provide a
new perspective of relevant information that seems worth considering. In turn,
the authors of [18] introduce the concept of desktop activity mining. Similar
to our method, this work combines monitoring techniques with process mining
[2]. However, it would not be feasible to apply this in complex settings such as
the BPO domain we considered since it requires access to actual UI elements.
Similarly, [16] suggests that using process mining for discovering local process
models (i.e., frequent patterns) from UI logs may be useful to train robots. Also,
[3] describes how RPA may leverage techniques from process mining paradigm.
Unlike our proposal, [3,16] focus on a characterization of the problems involved
and only suggest in abstract terms how they can be addressed.



There are other research areas related to our approach. On the one hand, the
human-computer interaction community also faces the problem of understanding
user behavior using logs [11]. Instead of discovering the underlying process, [19]
proposes a method to check the alignment between the user log and a Petri Net
which model the expected interaction of the user. In turn, [10] analyzes event
logs to group events in frequent and meaningful tasks. Similarly, [26] proposes
a grouping approach to differentiate the kind of users that interact with an
interface. However, [10,26] rely on a previous identification of click operations
while our approach is based on low-level clickstreams.

On the other hand, the process mining community pays special attention
to event log preprocessing for enhancing log quality. It is recognized that real
world logs are often noisy because some of their traces are duplicated, incom-
plete, inconsistent, or reflect some other incorrect behavior [8]. The presence of
noise in the event log leads to unnecessarily complex discovered models that do
not accurately reflect the underlying process [24]. Within the process mining
community, various techniques have been proposed to discover and remove noise
(e.g., [9,20]) that can be adapted to be a part of the cleaning mechanisms that
are part of our approach.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a method for improving the analysis and design phases of
the RPA lifecycle in a BPO context. This context is specially challenging since,
in general, it implies using secured connections in a way that the ISs to interact
with are seen as black box systems: the inputs are mouse and keyboard events
and the output is a raw image related to the screen of the ISs.

To address such a complex scenario, we described our main idea: to leverage
the knowledge of back-office staff who interact with the ISs on a daily basis. To
do so, their computers are monitored and this information is then transformed
into a UI log using a series of image-analysis algorithms. Next, this UI log is
refined and used to discover the underlying process model using techniques from
the process mining paradigm.

This paper describes the steps and the tools that are part of the proposed
method. It has been applied to two real-life processes, which form the basis of
our evaluation. The results indicate that the proposed method is suitable for
the considered problems. Principally, it improves the accuracy of the process
analysis. Among the additional benefits, there are indications that this method
would considerably speed up the early stages of an RPA analysis as well.

Nonetheless, the approach presents some limitations that are planned to be
mitigated as future work. First, the proposed method considers a log regarding
a single-user interaction. In case that multiple back-office computers are moni-
tored, a variety of solutions may exist, but each of these need to be evaluated.
For instance, a procedure could be to discover each single-user process model
first and then merge them into a single process model. Second, this paper gen-
erates a process model that mimics the behavior of a user including possible



errors or inefficiencies. Although some of these may be identified and cleaned
from the log by using our approach, others may require further improvements
and optimizations that are out of the current scope. Third, the behavior which
is analyzed only covers the events which are observable, i.e., performed through
the back-office computer. Identifying such non-observable events is useful since
the existence of them in a path indicates that such a path is not a good candidate
to be robotized.

As further future work, we plan (1) to investigate how further phases can
be enhanced on the basis of logged events and automated discovery techniques,
(2) to evaluate the current method in a controlled experiment that, on the one
hand, considers experts’ opinions regarding the paths discovered and, on the
other hand, focuses on measuring time gains since the current conclusions about
time may not be generalizable to other scenarios, (3) to analyze the impact of
using different process discovery algorithms for generating the final model, and
(4) to investigate further mechanisms to clean and enhance the UI log, e.g.,
identifying activities using screen-scraping algorithms.
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